Abstract-Group decision-making problem is a common and crucial human activity. By the characteristic of group decision making process, the model of multi-attribute group decision making (MAGDM) process based on evidence theory is proposed. The interacting process for MAGDM is analyzed, and the consensus analysis and the improving approach in group experts' decision making based on similarity is given. By introducing the concept of experts' relative reliability, the Dempster's rule of combination is improved, and new aggregate method for group experts' decision making. An example is presented to demonstrate the implementation of this improved method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the complexity of construction engineering, a single expert or decision maker cannot often comprehensively consider all the aspects of one thing, so a complex decision usually has to be made by integrating a group of experts' knowledge and experiences. Therefore, the practice of multiple attribute group decision making (MAGDM) is to invite internal experts or external experts or their combination of related fields to evaluate each attribute of every alternative individually. At present, the problem of multiple attribute group decision-making has become a new international research hotspot [1] [2] [3] . Because of the complexity of objective things, uncertainty and ambiguity of human thinking and other reasons, more multi-attribute group decision is carried out in the uncertain environment. It's of theoretical and practical importance to study such a kind of uncertain multi-attribute decision making problem [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The Dempster-Shafer evidence theory of (the D-S evidence theory) [8, 9] provides an appropriate framework to model ignorance whilst fuzziness can be well treated using fuzzy set theory [10] [11] [12] . The D-S theory has been developed by Yang et al and Wang et al. for multiple attribute decision analysis under uncertainty [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Due to the power of the MADM approach based on D-S theory in handing and representing uncertainties, so far, it have been applied to many areas, such as environmental impact assessment [12] , pipeline leak detection [19] , bridge condition assessment [20] , etc. In addition, a novel reliability prediction technique based on the evidential reasoning algorithm is developed and applied to forecast reliability in turbocharger engine systems [3] .
Multi-attributive group decision analysis (MAGDA) problems can be viewed as decision situations where a group of experts express their preference on multiple attributes (criteria) to a problem to be solved and try to find a common solution. Similarly, MAGDA problem under various uncertainties can also be modeled using the extensions of the decision making approach based on D-S theory [12] . Different from most conventional MAGDA methods, the D-S evidence theory approach describes each attribute at an alternative by a distributed assessment using a belief structure [12] . As part of the effort to deal with uncertainty MAGDM problems with uncertainties and subjectivity, the D-S evidence theory has been devised, developed. Reference [4] proposed incomplete partial in order to express the uncertain multiple attribute decision making information, integrated the uncertainty information by using evidential reasoning algorithm. Reference [5, 6] proposed the synthesis of incomplete information based on the evidence put forward recursive algorithm for reasoning to express the uncertain information of multi-attribute group decision making. Reference [7] used a number of fuzzy languages into a precise number of methods and proposed multi-attribute group decision making based on evidence theory method of decision making to solve the linguistic assessment incomplete information. Reference [3] proposed a GC (group consensus) based ER (evidential reasoning) approach on the basis of the ER approach associated with belief structures in order to find a GC based solution to a MAGDA problem. However, the above methods does not take into account the characteristics of focal element of the similarity which given by different experts, and with little consideration to the reliability of expert opinion is also an important aspects to measure the importance of experts. This paper was first given the uncertainty multi-attribute group decision making process model based on D-S evidence theory. This decision making process model are mainly for the "Revised process" and "Synthetic process" in two phases; then give a analysis and adjustment method based on the consistency of group interaction of focal element of the similarity; finally, introducing the concept of experts' relative reliability, making improvements to the Dempster's rule of combination, coming up with a new synthetic method, and showing the synthetic method is reasonable by experiments.
The paper is organized as follows. The uncertain multi-attribute group decision making process model based on D-S theory is described in Section 2; the analysis and adjustment of expert group decision (Revised process) is described in Section 3; The Dempster's rule of combination of the improvement(Synthetic process) is described in Section 4; the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
II. UNCERTAIN MULTI-ATTRIBUTE GROUP DECISION MAKING PROCESS MODEL BASED ON D-S THEORY
The D-S evidence theory [8, 9] provides a technique of evaluating a decision alternative's basic probability assignment (bpa) even when the decision matrix is incomplete [21] . For a MAGDM problem under uncertainty environment, the uncertainty MAGDM process model based on D-S evidence theory is proposed in this paper. Before the introduction, some basic concepts of the D-S evidence theory and Group decision making process model are discussed.
A. Basics of Dempster-Shafer theory
The D-S evidence theory was first developed by Dempster in the 1960s and later extended and refined by Shafer in the 1970s [8, 9] . The D-S evidence theory is related to Bayesian probability theory in the sense that they both can update subjective beliefs given new evidence [8, 9, 12] . The major difference between the two theories is that the evidence theory is capable of combining evidence and dealing with ignorance in the evidence combination process. The basic concepts and definitions of the evidence theory relevant to this paper are briefly described as follows. Let { } The assigned probability (also called probability mass) m (A) measures the belief exactly assigned to A and represents how strongly the evidence supports A. All the assigned probabilities sum to unity and there is no belief in the empty set ( ∅ ). The assigned probability to Θ , i. Associated with each bpa are a belief measure (Bel) and a plausibility measure (PlS) which are both functions:
:
, defined by the following equations, respectively: Definition 1. Let Θ be the frame of discernment, each bpa is a belief measure (Bel), which is a function:
, defined by the following equations: m , the Dempster's rule of combination is defined as follows: 
i s f a d includes some values with various kinds of uncertainties such as ignorance, fuzziness, interval data, and interval belief degrees, then the uncertainty MAGDM problem is called a MAGDM problem. Group decision making are mainly research groups that how to together progress in a choice of joint action, structure group of preference relation, and ranks group of preference to the selected program in accordance with the properties of problem. The essential difference form group decision making and individual decision making, it is clearly reflected in the decision making process models. Two processes was abstracted for group decision making process model as follows: amendment process of individual preferences and synthetic process of individual preferences (See Figure  1 ) [22] .The process model in Figure 1 shown that group decision making process is the characteristics of the combination between behavioral assembly and quantity assembly.
In Figure 1， ( )
shows the first i decision makers to judge the value. ( )
shows the consideration of the group interactions and the amended decision to judge the value. G shows the results of group decision making . "Revised process" is the initial decision makers to change the course of the individual preferences of individuals reflects the group's interaction process, "Synthetic process" is the group decision making process that individual preference values by amended which was synthesis. There is the difference for two main processes as follows: the amendment process of the preference value is occurred in individual judgment value of group decision makers, and the assembly process of preference value is occurred in the whole group.
C. Uncertainty multi-attribute group decision making process model based on D-S theory
D-S evidence theory is a kind of uncertain reasoning, which can express the uncertain problem among the experts'judgments by constructing belief function, thus it will make more accurate assessment about it. When we integrate multi-expert opinions, a more satisfactory outcome results from the application of the Dempster's rule of combination [8, 9] . The evidence theory was first introduced to deal with multi-attribute decision making problem under uncertainty in the early 1990s [13] by designing a novel belief decision matrix to model a multiattribute decision making problem and creating a unique attribute aggregation process based on the Dempster's rule of combination [3] . But the D-S evidence theory are processed and synthesized to the evidence by different experts, and different experts can give evidence according to their professional knowledge as far as possible, so that the focus of the two trust function elements do not intersect, which evidences are in conflict. The conflict is not caused by a single evidence of focal element, but it may be caused by the error of two evidences, some ignorance or uncertain reasons, and external disturbances factors and so on. However, the Dempster's rule of combination will produce conclusions inconsistent with the intuition in the synthesis of conflict evidence [23] [24] [25] , which brings up a series of problems of conflicting evidence. Therefore, how to achieve the effective integration of multiple expert judement values in sharp evidence conflict is an urgent problem to be solved. Current approaches for solving the synthesis problem of evidence conflicts can be sorted into three categories: the first is to modify the Dempster's rule of combination [24, 26] . The researchers of the first category believe that the two focal element of belief function that intersection is empty is not properly processed in the synthesis of evidence, so as to produce the situation in which synthesis results are inconsistent with the intuition. To solve the conflict is mainly to solve how to redistribute conflict. Another category is to modify the source of evidence, but the Dempster's rule of combination keeps unchanging [25, 27, 28] . The researchers of another category believe that there is nothing wrong with the Dempster's rule of combination itself. Firstly, we should be pretreated the sharp evidence conflict, and its purpose is to reduce or eliminate conflict of evidence, and then reuse the Dempster's rule of combination. Based on these two categories, the third is to provide evidence fusion mechanism based on decisionmaking utility and pattern theory, whose aim is to make the result of evidence synthesis close to intuitive decision or decision-making mechanism infinitely [29, 30] . On Group interaction the basis of the above three solution strategies, when uncertainty multi-attribute group decision making process based on D-S evidence theory is analyzed, the two main stages of "Revised process" and "Synthetic process" are treated respectively. Firstly, the paper analyzes and adjusts the consistency of decision making results by different experts (see in Section 3).Then the traditional Dempster's rule of combination is revised, and it is synthesized by using the revised rule of combination to the basic belief degrees given by the different experts, then getting the decision making results of MAGDM [6, 23] (see in Section 4). Figure 2 displays the specific model of decision making process.
III. ANALYSIS AND ADJUSTMENT OF EXPERT GROUP DECISION (INTERACTION PROCESS)
According to figure 2, there is the lower consistency of the decision making results of different experts. At present, many approaches have been developed to measure the similarity degree of focal element attribute [23, 31] . Amongst these approaches, the measuring approach originally proposed by Jousselme et al. [31] , has been widely used in measuring the similarity degree of focal element attribute. According to the measuring method proposed by Jousselme et al. [31] , in the process of analyzing the similarity degree of different focal element attributes given by different experts, we must first define a threshold δ in advance, and then any similarity degrees ( ) S m m will be recalculated by the modified bpa value and its consistency is analyzed until all the experts work out the decision results to meet the consistency [28] . Specially to pay attention, when analyzing the consistency of expert's opinions, the enacting threshold Using combination rule of the mended evidence theory to synthesize the trust function value
Evaluating and ranking decision making program according to the value of confidence interval application of threshold δ , decision makers through simulation and calculation can suitably enact the size of threshold δ according to the actual need to make decisions [31, 32] .
V. THE IMPROVEMENT OF DEMPSTER'S RULE OF COMBINATION（SYNTHETIC PROCESS）
A. A kind of improvement method of Dempster's rule of combination As the differences from knowledge, understanding and preference between the various experts, the opinion on reliability extent of assessments given by each expert may be not the same. Hypothesis: in a group of experts, the experts of the maximum weight have the highest reliability of judgment results, and other experts, in addition to their own experience, preferences and other factors, judge the relative reliability associated with the highest authority of the relative differences of knowledge. In order to do this, the article introduces the concept of experts' relative reliability, and calculates the values of conflict evidence between the relative reliability of different experts and different sources of evidence k ; then according to the size of value about the relative reliability of different experts to distribute value k of the conflict evidence, obtaining the improved combination rule, and according to the improved combination rule to synthesize the opinion of different experts in the end gets the final results. The following is the definition of normalization of experts to judge the relative reliability: 
corresponds to the evidence group is 1 2 ,...,
the level of conflict between the evidence K is defined as follows: 
When assembling the opinion of group decision making, the experts' opinion which has the relative higher reliability should have the greater impact on the result of assembly. Especially when there are larger conflicts between the opinions, we should distribute opportunities into the expert s' opinion which has the relative higher reliability should have the greater impact on the result of assembly. At the same time, when we can not make reasonable choices on the conflict opinion, part of the trust should be classified into unknown area Θ . Thus, the following is the improved evidence rules of combination.
According to the formula (3), the improved combination rule is expressed: even though there is a conflict between the evidence, they are also available in part, and its available extent depends on the experts' relative reliability. The improved rule of combination compares with the Dempster rule of combination.When k is less, conflict of evidence is less, and their synthesis result is similar to Dempster. When 0 k = , the improved combination rule is equivalent to Dempster rule of combination. When 1 k → , evidence is highly conflict, Dempster rule of combination will have counterintuitive results. When 1 k = , evidence is completely conflict, synthetic results value of the improved combination rule is determined by the Dempster rule of combination of the denominator is zero, and it can not be synthesized. The following is the main difference between the improved combination rule and Yager's combination rule [24] : when conflict evidence is synthesized by Yager , he makes that part of the probability of conflict supported by conflict evidence assign to the Θ , therefore, he thinks the conflict evidence can not provide any valuable information ; yet the improved combination rule believes that even if there is a conflict between the evidences, they are also available in part, and it can be used by the relative reliability of experts. The following is difference between the improved combination rule and the combination rule given by Q.Suan and others [25] .When conflict evidence is synthesized by Q.Suan and others, they make the probability of evidence conflict assign on the basis of adding up to the average supporting level of each proposition. However, when the improved combination rules synthesize conflict evidence, the availability of the probability of evidence conflict depends on the experts on the relative reliability of each proposition.
B. Experimental results and discussion
This article experiments by synthesis of three expert opinion, and compares Dempster's rule of combination, Yager rule of combination, Q.Sun and others rules of combination with combination rule obtained by this paper, and makes a detailed analysis. Taking an example for three sources of evidence by the literature [25] . Hypothesis:
, here are three evidence as follows: Table 1 . 
Dempster [7] 0.9990 0 0 1 0 Yager [9] 0.9990 0 0 0.0010 0.9990 Q.Suan and others [10] Seen from the data in Table 1 , in the above example, the opinion given by three experts is highly conflicting, the degree of conflict is 0.9990 k =
. Among these three experts, there are almost two experts supporting decision making program A, then, after synthesizing the experts' opinion the probability of supporting A should be close to 2/3. However, the results of Dempster rule of combination and Yager's rule of combination are , it still has a certain gap between above conclusions. Only the combination rules proved by this paper coincide with the conclusion, and are more consistent with decision-making environment.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper, basing on the general model of group multi-attribute decision-making, puts forth uncertain multi-attribute group decision process model on evidence theory, and makes a detailed analysis about the two-stage model of decision-making process. Firstly, the article analyzes the consistency of expert opinions, and gives a method of consistency analysis and adjustment based on similarity degree of focus element; then focuses on the analysis on decision making process model of "synthetic phase", which introduces concept of experts' relative reliability, and introduces a new synthetic method by making improvements on Dempster's rule of combination. The synthetic method is an extension on Yager's rule of combination, and gives a more ideal combination rule, which first amends sources of evidence from different experts, then assigns available degree of the probability of evidence conflict according to the experts on the relative reliability of each proposition so as to make the handling of evidence conflict no longer deny it uncritically and improve the synthesis results of the reliability and rationality.
Seen from the experimental results, not only new synthesis rules can have an effect on synthesis of sharp conflict evidence, but also synthesis results are better than Dempster's rule of combination, Yager's rule of combination and the combination rule of Q.Sun and others.
